
Heal’s presents pure simplicity 
with all things white

-
ABOVE (FROM LEFT) Blu Dot Swish Desk £625; Blu Dot Hot Mesh Chair £125; Ambrose Play Table Lamp £75; Chill 2 Seater Sofa in 
White Semi Aniline Leather £2895 each; Heal’s Alpi Grey Cushion £45; Blu Dot Samp White Marble Coffee Table Large £495; 
Inda Grey Hide Rug £835; Blu Dot Dang Two & Two AV Unit White £2199; Pols Potten Bubbles Glass Tumbler in White £6 each; 
Twiitter White Floor Lamp £195

I ntroduce pure simplicity to 
the home as Heal’s furniture, 
lighting and home accessories 
are presented in a range of  

white and muted shades for Spring/
Summer 2015. 

Carmel Allen, Creative Director 
comments, “White is always a 
wonderful colour to work with - 
there’s a purity to it that everyone 

finds attractive. It’s the go-to colour 
for Spring; it’s clean, fresh and 
versatile enough to work in different 
room settings.

“We’ve also seen more and more 
white materials coming through, from 
natural linen and cotton, to solid 
marble and white ash. Pair white 
with a muted colour palette, or add 
textures and patterns like Art Deco-
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inspired rugs, to create a complete 
Spring look.”

Leading the white trend is the new 
Chill sofa (from £2895) designed 
exclusively for Heal’s. A fresh, 
modern perspective on mid-century 
Danish upholstery design, Chill is 
shown here in a white semi aniline 
leather with black stained legs. It 
offers sumptuous, comfortable seating 
with soft back, seat and arm cushions 
which are filled with goose feather 
and foam. The sofa is also finished 
with piping in a selection of  leathers 
and sizes. To create a light, tranquil 

ambience, team it with the Blu Dot 
Scamp white and marble coffee table 
(from £225), Inda grey hide rug 
(£835) and Heal’s best-selling Twiitter 
floor lamp in the new white finish 
(£195).

Expanding on the success of  its hero 
sofa Mistral, Heal’s has introduced a 
new bed (from £1,745) to the range, 
incorporating its signature back 
buttoning design into the headboard 
with an upholstered frame. Piped, 
buttoned and upholstered in Heal’s 
Linen Hessian fabric, the new bed 
transcends the gap between Heal’s 

Modern British and Elegant Purist 
collections.

Also new from Heal’s is the Orwell 
wing back chair (from £1,995). 
Designed exclusively by Heal’s in-house 
team and hand crafted in Suffolk, 
Orwell offers comfort and support 
for reading or just sitting back by 
the fire. The chair’s wooden frame is 
constructed from sustainably sourced 
beech and upholstered in durable wool 
felt. The Orwell chair is available in a 
selection of  Heal’s fabrics or customer’s 
own material. A coordinating footstool 
(£595) is also included in the range.

-
ABOVE (FROM LEFT) Heal’s Orwell Chair (as shown) £2545; Mistral Bed King Size in Heal’s Linen Hession £1295; Heal’s Ashfield 
Organic 3000 Medium Tension King Size Mattress £1795; Heal’s Luxury 600Tc Single Cord King Fitted Sheet White £95; Heal’s 
Ladder Lace Standard Pillowcases £18 each; Heal’s Ladder Lace Kingsize Duvet Cover £85; Heal’s Scale Grey Throw £99; 
Meandros Biscuit Rug (150x230cm) £175; Adeliade Medium Pendant £155; Mumo Medium Pendant £155; Ercol Svelto Lamp 
Table £390; Twiitter Table Lamp £120

http://www.heals.co.uk/occasional-tables/blu-dot-scamp-white-and-marble-tables/invt/scamp
http://www.heals.co.uk/occasional-tables/blu-dot-scamp-white-and-marble-tables/invt/scamp
http://www.heals.co.uk/icat/modern_british
http://www.heals.co.uk/icat/elegant_purist
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Heal’s has been designing, making 
and selling quality furniture for more 
than two centuries now, so it’s no 
surprise that it’s known as ‘the 
home of modern and contemporary 
designer furniture’.  Starting out as 
a bed-makers in 1810, and later 
embracing the ideals of the Arts 
and Crafts movement, Heal’s has 
a long history of collaborating with 

prominent designers. Heal’s is as 
passionate today as it’s always 
been about introducing new ranges, 
discovering stars of the future and 
pushing the boundaries of outstanding 
contemporary design.
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EDITOR ’S  NOT E S

As part of  Heal’s Elegant Purist 
collection fusing quality materials 
and understated design, the STUA 
Lau white stained ash dining table 
(from £1,695), designed by Jesús 
Gasca, features cleanly crafted joints 
and an uninterrupted, beautifully 
curved profile. With an ash veneer 
top and solid ash legs, the table makes 
a modern focal point for any dining 
area and can be teamed with the 
STUA Laclasica white stained ash 
chair (from £325).

The Gasca family has long been 
influenced by its relationship with 
the legendary designer Cristóbal 
Balenciaga who always focused on 
the detailing of  his dresses on the 
back, without distracting from the 
most important part of  a woman, 
her face. Gasca’s mother was a live 
mannequin for Balenciaga who would 
make his dresses on her body, and 
that’s why many STUA products 
designed by Gasca have the detail 
focused on the back, such as the 

Laclasica chair which has an elegant, 
three-dimensional curved backrest - 
reminiscent of  a corset - that nods to 
the influence of  Balenciaga.

The Lau table and Laclasica chair are 
available in natural, black stained and 
grey stained finishes; the former also 
comes with the option of  two sizes. ●

-
ABOVE (FROM LEFT) Flos 265 Wall Light £615; Lau Dining Table White Stained Ash £1945; Laclasica Chairs White Stained Ash 
£325 each; TOG Misa Joy Milky White Solid Chair £136 and Backrest Bands pack of 5 £8 - Exclusive at Heal’s; Mervyn Gers 
Small Round Bowl £10, Medium Round Bowl £25, Extra Large Bowl with Lip £95 and Large Jug £30
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